Aryamond presents a revolutionary lab-grown gemstone
designed to transform the world of fine jewelry.
Our one-of-a-kind gem has been created to appeal to today’s
sophisticated, forward-looking clientele in search of rarefied beauty
that protects our natural world for tomorrow.
The extraordinary brilliance of our exquisite Aryamond gemstone
seduces at first sight. Discover the beauty of Aryamond.
Discover a world beyond the diamond.

Aryamond seeks to reimagine the world of fine jewelry through its unique vision
of bringing together ground-breaking technology and innovative design.
It begins with the pioneering Aryamond lab-grown gem, which stands apart
in the universe of precious and semi-precious stones. With a sparkle and fire
superior to the diamond, our unique gemstone has been designed to appeal
to jewelers and consumers in search of contemporary fine jewelry that moves
beyond the tradition-bound offerings of legacy brands.
Born out of a technological breakthrough and a deep respect for Mother Nature,
our one-of-a-kind stones have an ethical provenance that safeguards the
environment. Developed in state-of-the-art labs, our striking Aryamond gem is
composed of equal parts carbon, the matter which forms diamonds, and silicon,
the substance utilized in semiconductor chips that power the world’s digital
economy. Our revolutionary gem ranks 9.25 - 9.5 on the Mohs scale,
which classifies it as the second hardest gemstone in existence
after the diamond, which rates 10 on the Mohs scale.
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Our advanced gem-cutting & polishing process has been perfected by our in-house
team of artisans who meticulously hand cut and polish each of our gemstones.
Each Aryamond gem undergoes a proprietary patent protected treatment at our lab
in California to enhance the stone’s luster and brilliance that involves the formation of
an outer layer featuring a special nanodiamond matrix. The result is a colorless (DEF)
to near colorless (GHI) Aryamond gem with an unparalleled sparkle and fire designed
to appeal to the modern consumer and jeweler in search of a rare, one-of-a-kind stone.
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The Aryamond Gemstone Cuts

Round

At Aryamond, we offer an impressive selection of gemstone
cuts to allow clients the opportunity to create an extraordinary
piece of fine jewelry they can truly their own. In addition, we
offer a wide range of carat sizes to meet every desire and our
experienced team of skilled craftsmen cut the gems by hand with
precision to ensure each stone is a brilliant work of art.

A veritable classic, the timeless shape
of this perfect round brilliant cut maximizes
the brilliance and beauty of the stone.
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Emerald

Cushion

Renowned for its understated elegance,
this style focuses on a classic rectangular shape
and features step-cut facets.

This traditional cut incorporates a square center
with rounded pillow-like corners
to evoke a romantic mood.
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Princess

Pear

Decidedly modern in appearance, this cut offers
a four-sided pyramid shape and boasts Chevron-shaped
bottom facets to enhance the sparkle of the gem.

A cross between a round and marquise cut,
the tear-drop shape of the stone has a slimming effect
when worn on the finger.
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Heart

Oval

Ideal for a solitaire pendant or ring,
this heart-shaped cut
is the perfect declaration of love.

An elegant variant of the classic round cut,
the elongated shape creates the illusion of size
and emits a dazzling radiance.
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Radiant

Asscher

This elongated square cut, with a complete brilliant-cut
facet pattern applied to the crown and pavilion,
offers a lively brilliance comparable to round-cut stones.

Known for its distinctive sparkle, this square-shape cut
featuring large step facets and a high crown
has an octagonal appearance as each corner is cropped.
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Trillion

Baguette

Characterized by a striking triangular-shape,
this remarkable cut stands out
for its stunning beauty.

The rectangular form and minimalist construction
of the baguette cut puts the focus squarely
on the top section of the gemstone.
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Marquise
This slender, eye-shaped cut with striking symmetry
offers one of the largest crown surface areas
to maximize the perceived size of the stone.

Thanks to our advanced, patented technologies and commitment to delivering unparalleled
beauty, Aryamond is able to place into the hands of its clients an ethically sourced
gemstone unlike any other. Our stunning lab-grown gem offers unparalleled consistency
in shape together with a scintillating appearance and hardness that rivals the diamond.
Discover the fascinating world of Aryamond, a world beyond the diamond.
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Aryamond® is a registered trademark
of Aryamond PTE Limited or its affiliates

www.aryamond.com

www.aryamond.com

